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Multiclass Classification of Open-ended Answers:
Work overview:
Open-ended question-answering is an important crowdsourcing task which consists of workers
providing answers as free text such as, names of influencers, reviews or image description.
OpenCrowd [1] is a recent technique that uses open-ended answers to identify social influencers in Twitter. It combines social features with the reliability of workers to effectively identify
influencers (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Example of influencer detection by OpenCrowd in the IT domain.
The main goal of this thesis is to extend the capabilities of OpenCrowd to perform a more
fine-grained identification of influencers. For instance, we are interested in classifying real
influencers into classes such as established, emerging or a hub. To achieve such a goal,
we propose to i) collect social features from candidate influencers, ii) identify the features that
can allow to learn the properties of a fine-grained classification and iii) extend OpenCrowd to
support such features.
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Work tasks:
1. Familiarize yourself with aggregation (truth inference) in crowdsourcing [2].
2. Compute the word embeddings (or use pre-trained embeddings such as Glove [3],
word2vec[4] and Bert[5]) to represent the tweets of candidate influencers and classify
them into one of the categories (emerging, established, hub or other).
3. Use the collected properties of workers (knowledge in fashion, connectivity to social
media and engagement to fashion content on social media) to train a neural network to
learn worker reliability priors.
4. Modify the distributions used in OpenCrowd to take into account the multi class classification and derive the corresponding rules. A potential technique to use is Gibbs sampling [6].
5. Evaluate the performance of the implemented techniques against existing answer aggregation methods in fashion and reviews datasets [7].
6. Write a thesis that describes the implemented technique and the result of the experiments.
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